
Ellen Goodwin
All Around Bad-Ass Productivity Expert

Ellen Goodwin is a Productivity Expert, TEDx speaker, and author who 
uses neuroscience-based principles to enable individuals and businesses to 
overcome all types of procrastination, build stronger habits, and be more 
focused so that they can be more efficient and effective with their time. 
Ellen believes that when it comes to productivity, there is no one-size-fits-all 
solution, which is why she advocates for experimentation to find the tools 
and techniques which will work seamlessly with your life and your business, 
no matter what you want to accomplish. She is the author of DONE: How To 
Work When No One Is Watching, and the co-host of The Faster, Easier, Better 
Show podcast.

Ellen’s Most Popular Media Topics

How To Work When No One Is Watching
Calm productivity chaos by leveraging the power of Action, Energy, and 
Focus. 

Manage Your Energy, Not Your Time
When you know how to manage your daily energy, managing your time 
all falls into place.

Keep Your Brain in One Room
Harness the power of focus to change your relationship with time.

How to Make Working From Home Work
The deep (and effective) secrets to successfully navigating the Work 
From Home life.

PRAISE

“Ellen Goodwin presents pure organizational gold in her 
presentations. I have been using her focus sessions and STING 
process for months and find my effectiveness and efficiency 
are now at top levels due to using her approach. She truly 
helps you get things done!” 

— Ira M. Gostin, MBA, APR, executive consultant

“Thank you for presenting to our team. The tips, tricks and 
best practices you presented are so helpful to us in managing 
our time. Your expertise and smooth presentation style are 
greatly appreciated!” 

— Renee Plain, CEO, In Plain Sight Marketing

CONTACT

Ellen@EllenGoodwin.com

(619) 889-9106

www.EllenGoodwin.com

linkedin.com/in/EEGoodwin

facebook.com/EllenGoodwincom
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